May 15, 2004

Dear Members of the Class of 2004:

Congratulations to all of you! You should be very proud as individuals and as a class for all that you have achieved during your years at Babson. I’ve been impressed with your contributions to the Babson community—in academics, athletics, artistic pursuits, and many other aspects of campus life. Babson is a better place because of your commitment and enthusiasm.

As you read through the pages of The Babsonian, you will relive many of the memories of the past four years. I know that you will hold on to these memories for many years to come. From my own experience as a Babson alumnus, you will be surprised at how much you will value these memories in the coming years. You also will find that your experiences at Babson, in and out of the classroom, and the friends you have made here have helped prepare you for the next stage of your life.

Congratulations again on your many accomplishments. I want to wish you all the best of luck in your future pursuits. Stay in touch with Babson and come back often. I look forward to seeing you on campus as active alumni.

Best regards,

Brian M. Barefoot ’66, P’01
May 15, 2004

Dear Members of the Class of 2004,

On behalf of Babson’s Governance, I applaud and congratulate the Class of 2004. You are a very talented class and your future holds great promise. Your achievements in the classroom, on the athletic fields, participation in campus life and community service have enhanced Babson’s reputation and enriched the lives of all Babson students, faculty and staff.

Now you are about to begin a new chapter. We encourage you to pursue your dreams, exceed your expectations, and help create a better world. Always take time to reflect back on your college experience and relive those defining moments through the pages of the Babsonian. Continue your friendships with classmates and return often to the campus.

Now it is your turn to go forward and live your life in a manner that will make us all very proud.

Congratulations and continued success.

Sincerely,

William F. Markey, Jr.
Chairman - Babson College Board of Trustees
Lie, Cheat, and Genuflect; Damn Yankees; Drop Dead; How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying; Bottoms Up!; Pippin; Lone Star Love Potion; Lil Abner; Fourteen hour days of set construction and failed finance exams; Knight Basement cleanout; the Blamey Stone; Disney World every Spring; the Clique; sunrise Cohibas; IHOP; Sopranos dinner; Woodland Hill Resort; Waterville and Attitash; Nicknames; Treasurer twice, Tech Director thrice; Pictionary parties; Mudslides and Margaritas; Bronchitis birthdays; Midsize Chain Restaurant Family Eatery Pub Crawl; Cubo and Combread; Suites in Pietz; Jenga; QTM sims; summer housing; spinach and feta; greenwater guppies; Buffalo EVERYTHING; convertible weather; Cowboys don't pulse; $315 apps; curtain hems; Keith cookouts; media madness; flying elevators; the Knight Ogre; Super Bowl Supper; limousine 40's; inside the Globe!

Alex Abishol
Business Administration

Gabriel Ackermann
Entrepreneurship

Nishant Agarwal
Finance

It's hard to believe that four years have passed by. I really enjoyed Babson! Made some really good friends, Aniruddh, Sidd, Anjali, Adrian, Sonia, Ricks, and a whole bunch of you. Be in touch!

Vishesh Agarwal
Finance & Economics

Abdulaziz Abdulrahman Al-Arifi
Finance

Robin B. Allen
President of Black Student Union, Resident Assistant, "Everything happens for a reason"

Craig Michael Anderson
MIS

Michael J. Attia
Finance

"Greatness is not in where we stand, but in what direction we are moving. We must sail sometimes with the wind and sometimes against it—but sail we must and not drift, nor lie at anchor."

Zareen Amber
Business Administration

Kunal Anand
Entrepreneurship & MIS

I marvel at the stars and feel heart overflow.
Graig Michael Anderson
MIS
"Such is Life"
Management & HR
"Will always remember Manchester, B.U.R.C., Chunks, BAM Crew, and MW stories Want to forget: EME, IMC, PBR, and the LP"

Jason Robert Andrews
"Try to be a somebody"
Finance & Economics

James John Antonopoulos
"Antonopoulos"
Entrepreneurship & International Business

Sheila Rose Anvari
"Life is Beautiful"

Hina Aqil
Finance & MIS

Timothy James Armenta
Real Estate & Finance
And so become yourself because the past is just a good-bye. - CSNY

Allison Patricia Armstrong
Marketing
Babson Dance Ensemble, ATM - "it isn't too hard to see we're in heaven"
Suities, those who put a smile on my face & laughter in my voice are the ones who make it all worth while!

Kerrin Nora Armstrong
Finance
Babson Dance Ensemble, "Suities 44 - you are the best friends ever! I love you!"

Michael D. Baer
Accounting

Adinda A. Bakrie
Economics

David Anthony Ballas
Finance

Edward William Barbeau
Business Administration

James Brian Battista
Marketing & Management

Kelly Anne Bennett
Finance

Adam Justin Bergenfield
Finance
"Education's purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one." Malcolm Forbes.
Lauren Kristin Bernaske
Finance
Mom, Dad & Ryan: Thank you for your love & support. To the girls, CB, JG, CF, NG, LJ, JR & JP: Thanks for all the laughter, the tears and everything in between.

Emre Bicaci
Business Administration

Matthew R. Bigda
Finance

Carmel Ilka Bijoux
Economics, Finance & Marketing

William Paul Bishop
Finance

Morgan Charles Deming Blake
Business Administration
I had great times at Babson and I look forward to many more in the real world.

Rachel Lynn Bloomfield
Finance
I would like to thank all of my family especially my Mother for helping me achieve such an extraordinary education. Love You. Activities: College Judicial Board Chair.

Alexander Bolker-Hagerty
International Business & Russian

Alyssa M. Bordonaro
Law

Nicole Bourque
Economics & Management
"Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to explain. It's not something you learn in school, but if you haven't learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven't learned anything." Muhammad Ali

Abigail Julia Boyd
Marketing

Marisa McCracken Breda
Accounting
AAPI, Babsonian Yearbook, SGA.

Andrew W. Brewer
Entrepreneurship

Leslie Ann Brown
Human Resources

John Charles Buckley
Leisure Studies
Rugby games, racquetball matches, adventures in Boston, indoor snowball fights, PMN flag football, pool club, "studying" in Salzburg at Lie, Cheat, and Geneflect; Damn Yankees; Drop Dead; How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying; Bottoms Up!; Pippin; Lone Star Love Potion; Lil Abner; Fourteen hour days of set construction and failed finance exams; Knight Basement cleanout; the Blarney Stone; Disney World every Spring; the Clique; sunrise Cohibas; IHOP; Sopranos dinner; Woodland Hill Resort; Waterville and Attitash; Nicknames; Treasurer twice, Tech Director thrice; Pictionary parties; Mudsides and Margaritas; Bronchitis birthdays; Midsized Chain Restaurant Family Eatery Pub Crawl; Cabo and Cornbread; Suites in Pietz; Jenga; QTM sims; summer housing: spinach and feta; green water guppies; Buffalo EVERYTHING; convertible weather; Cowboys don’t poke; $315 apps; curtain hems; Keith cookouts; media madness; flying elevators; the Knight Ogre; Super Bowl Supper; limousine 40’s; inside the Globend Nuremberg, the couple of parties I went to, all the crazy antics and all the people I met along the way. It was an amazing four years here and I’ll always remember it with the best of memories.
To the special people I met - Thank you for each and every special moment. I will keep these moments with me forever. For those who stay - Good luck. And for those leaving - I hope to see you all soon. Take care - Love: Nana

“I knew that looking back on my tears made me laugh, but I never knew that looking back on my laughter would make me cry.”

Mariana Gueaes Conde

Entrepreneurship
Brian M Collins
Accounting
"Till ride the wave wherever it takes me." - Pearl Jam

Robert Wilson Collins
Finance
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference. Robert Frost

Eleni Kyriaki
Community Management
Entrepreneurship & Management

Mariana Gueaca Conde
Entrepreneurship, Management & Economics

Brian W Connors
Entrepreneurship

Jessica Leigh Corkery
Finance
Pietz 44 - you're my suities forever!

Dario Orazio Cornelio
Accounting

Alissandro Costa
Finance & Entrepreneurship
The only way to predict the future is to create it. "audere semper"

Gregory D Craven
Mythology
For the fam and my friends, thanks for everything. BURC, BAM, Pietz 24.

Robert J. Creighan
Business Administration
Hey, I made it!

Alissa Rae Crescimano
Finance
Dancer, Choreographer, and 2003 President of the BDE.
Thank you to all who made my Babson life memorable. "And the purpose of life, after all, is to have lived it.”

David Gordon Crowley
Finance
Thanks mom and Dad

Torrance S. Cullen
Finance

Melissa Ann Cutler
Finance

Audrey Jean Dallamora
Finance
To my Babson buddies: I had a great 4 yrs & will never forget any of our memories. Thanks Mama, Papa, Drew & Matt for all the love & support. I couldn't have done it without you. I love you.
Ian A. Danielson  
Business Administration  
"Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losing your temper or your self-confidence." — Robert Frost

Michelle Davis  
Business Administration

Laura S. Davis  
Business Administration  
Women's Varsity Soccer, Women Giving Back

Brianna I. De Gennaro  
Business Administration  
"And here's to the rest of our lives..."

Tomas De German  
Business Administration

Vincent Michael Dedguercio  
Business Administration

Martha E. Delivron  
Business Administration

Luke Paul Delvecchio  
Management  
"A city set on a hill cannot be hidden."

Richard Thomas Deveny  
Finance

Sarah A. Devin  
Management & Finance  
"We know what we are, but not what we may become." "You life is made up of years that mean nothing; moments that mean all." "Ain't nothing gonna break my stride."

John D. Dewitt  
Entrepreneurship

Yvonne L. DiBenedetto  
Finance, Economics & Entrepreneurship  
Sigma Kappa Sorority, Babson College Radio, Babsonian Yearbook, Babson Entrepreneurial Exchange  
"We've only tasted the wine...We're gonna drain the cup dry." — Frank Sinatra

Matthew G. Didemeno  
Finance

John Daniel Dierohan  
Finance

Tomas De German Ribon

Business Administration
Coming to Babson from Guatemala was a great opportunity. Choosing a major with so many great courses was difficult, but I had always loved Finance and so this ended up as my final choice. Separate from my studies, being part of the Babson Dance Ensemble as a dancer, choreographer and Vice President, was the best experience and one that I will never forget. Also, I will always remember the great friends I met here.

Ana Cristina Garcia

Finance

Ashleigh C. Ferguson
Accounting

Nicole Yordan Ferman
Business Administration

"Whatever happened did because it could not have happened any other way." To all my girls I love you thanks!! Sigma Kappa SPC 2001.

Andrea A. Fernandez
Finance & Entrepreneurship

"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit." —Aristotle—